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Abstract
Let L be a commutative Moufang loop (CML) with multiplication
group M, and let F(L), F(M) be the Frattini subgroup and Frattini
subgroup of L and M respectively. It is proved that F(L) = L if
and only if F(M) = M and is described the structure of this CLM.
Constructively it is defined the notion of normalizer for subloops in
CML. Using this it is proved that if F(L) 6= L then L satisfies the
normalizer condition and that any divisible subgroup ofM is an abelian
group and serves as a direct factor for M.
Classification: 20N05
Keywords and phrases: commutative Moufang loop, multiplica-
tion group, Frattini subloop, Frattini subgroup, normalizer, loop with
normalizer condition, divisible loop.
It is known that in many classes of algebras the Frattini subalgebras
essential define the structure of these algebras. In this paper this dependance
is considered in the class of commutative Moufang loops (CML) and its
multiplication groups. Let L be a CML with multiplication group M, let
F(L) and F(M) denote the Frattini subloop and Frattini subgroup of L and
M respectively. It is proved that F(L) = L if and only if F(M) = M and
the structure of this CML and groups is described. In particular, if L has
the exponent 3 then F(L) = L if and only if L = L′, where L′ denotes the
associator subloop of L (Theorem 1). The existence of CML with L′ = L is
proved in [1].
Constructively the normalizer NL(H) is defined for subloopH of commu-
tative Moufang loop L which, in general, has the same destination as a
normalizer for subgroups. The normalizer NL(H) is the unique maximal
subloop of L such that H is normal in NL(H). By analogy with the group
theory it is defined the notion of CML with normalizer condition. Thus
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is then, when every proper subloop of CML differs from its normalizer.
Essentially using the Theorem 1, it is proved that if a CML L satisfy the
inequality F(L) 6= L then L satisfies the normalizer condition. It is proved
also that for multiplication groups of CML an analogous situation is false.
There exists a CML L with multiplication group M such that F(M) 6= M.
but M does not satisfy the normalizer condition.
Again, essentially using the Theorem 1 it is proved that every divisible
subgroup of multiplication group M of all CML is an abelian group and
serves as a direct factor for M (Theorem 2). A similar result for divisible
subloops of CML is proved in [2]. We denote that in general case the The-
orem 2 is false. In [3, Theorem 2.7 and Example 2.2] there is an example of
divisible non-periodic and non-abelian ZA-group.
1 Preliminaries
Let us bring some notions and results on the loop theory from [4, 5].
The multiplication group M(L) of a loop L is the group generated by
all translations L(x), R(x), where L(x)y = xy, R(x)y = yx. The sub-
group I(L) of group M(L), generated by all inner mappings L(x, y) =
L−1(xy)L(x)L(y), R(x, y) = R−1(xy)R(y)R(x), T (x) = L−1(x)R(x) is cal-
led the inner mapping group of loop L. The subloop H of loop L is
called normal in L, if I(L)H = H. The set of all elements x ∈ L which
commute and associate with all elements of L, so that for all a, b ∈ L
ax = xa, ab ·x = a · bx, ax · b = a ·xb, xa · b = x ·ab is a normal subloop Z(L)
of L, its centre.
Lemma 1 [4, page 62]. Let H be a normal subloop of loop L with multi-
plication group M. Then M(L/H) ∼= M/H∗ where H∗ =
{α ∈ M|(αx)H = xH ∀x ∈ L}. Conversely, every normal subgroup N of
M determines a normal subloop H = N1 = {α1|α ∈ N} of L and N ⊆ H∗.
Proposition 1. Let (L, ·, 1) be a loop with centre Z(L), let M be its
multiplication group with centre Z(M) and let Z˜(L) = {ϕ1|ϕ ∈ Z(M)},
Z˜(M) = {L(ϕ1)|ϕ ∈ Z(M)}, Z(M) = {L(a)|a ∈ Z(L)}. Then Z(L) =
Z(L) ∼= Z(M) = Z˜(M) = Z(M).
Proof. Let a ∈ Z(Q) and x, y ∈ L. Then R(a) = L(a), a · a−1x =
x, L(a)L(a−1)x = x L(a−1) = L−1(a) and a · xy = ax · y, L(a)L(y)x =
L(y)L(a)x, L(a)L(y) = L(y)L(a). Similarly, for a−1 ∈ Z(L) we obtained
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that L(a−1)R(y) = R(y)L(a−1). Then (L(a−1)R(y))−1 = (R(y)L(a−1))−1,
R−1(y)L−1(a−1) = L−1(a−1)R−1(y), R−1(y)L(a) = L(a)R−1(y). Analogo-
usly, from yx · a = y · xa and R(a) = L(a) we get L(a)L(y) = L(y)L(a),
L(a)L−1(y) = L(y)−1L(a). Then from definition of group M(L) it follows
that L(a) ∈ Z(M). Similarly, for a−1 ∈ Z(L) we get that L(a−1) = L−1(a) ∈
Z(M). We also have L(a)L(b) = L(ab) for a, b ∈ Z(L). Then the set Z(M)
is a subgroup of M, Z(M) ⊆ Z(M) and the isomorphism Z(L) ∼= Z(M),
defined by u → L(u), u−1 → L−1(u), u ∈ L, follows from the equality
L(a)L(b) = L(ab).
If ϕ ∈ Z(M), then ϕL(x) = L(x)ϕ, ϕL(x)y = L(x)ϕy, ϕ(xy) = x · ϕy
and ϕR(x) = R(x)ϕ, ϕR(x)y = R(x)ϕy, ϕ(yx) = ϕy · x for any x, y ∈ L.
Hence ϕ(xy) = x · ϕy and ϕ(yx) = ϕy · x. Let y = 1. Then ϕx = x · ϕ1,
ϕx = ϕ1 · x, i.e. x · ϕ1 = ϕ1 · x. Now, using the equality ϕ(xy) = x · ϕy we
obtain that xy · ϕ1 = ϕ(xy · 1) = ϕ(xy) = x · ϕy = x · ϕ(y · 1) = x(y · ϕ1)
and using the equality ϕ(yx) = ϕy · x we obtain that ϕ1 · xy = ϕ(1 · xy) =
ϕ(xy) = ϕx · y = ϕ(1 ·x)y = (ϕ1 ·x)y. Hence, if ϕ ∈ Z(M) then ϕ1 ∈ Z(L),
i.e. Z˜(L) ⊆ Z(L). Conversely, let a ∈ Z(L). Then L(a) ∈ Z(M) and
a = L(a)1 ∈ Z˜(L). Hence Z(L) ⊆ Z˜(L) Consequently, Z(L) = Z˜(L) and
therefore Z(M) = Z˜(M).
Let I(L) be the inner mapping group ofM. In the proof of Lemma IV.1.2
from [4] it is shown that each element α ∈ M has the form α = L(α1)θ
where θ ∈ I(L); moreover α ∈ I(L) if and only if L(α1) = e where e
is the unit of M. Let J(L) = I(L) ∩ Z(M). If α ∈ Z(M) then, by the
cases considered above, L(α1) ∈ Z(M). Then θ ∈ J(L). The subgroups
Z(M) ⊆ Z(M) and J(L) ⊆ Z(M) are normal in M. As Z(M) ∩ J(L) = ε
then Z(M) = Z(M)× J(L). By Lemma 1 J(L)1 = 1 is a normal subloop of
L and J(L) ⊆ 1∗ where 1∗ = {α ∈ M|(αx)1 = x1 ∀x ∈ L}. But 1∗ = e,
hence J(L) = e and Z(M) = Z(M). This completes the proof of Proposition
1.
A system Σ of subloops of loop L will be called subnormal system , if:
1) it contains 1 and L; 2) is linearly ordered by inclusion, i. e. for all
A,B from Σ either A ⊆ B, or B ⊆ A; 3) is closed regarding the unions
and intersections, in particular, together with each A 6= L contains the
intersection A♯ of all H ∈ Σ with the condition H ⊃ A and together with
each B 6= 1 contains the union B♭ of all H ∈ Σ with the condition H ⊂ B;
4) satisfies the condition: A is normal in A♮ for all A ∈ Σ, A 6= L.
A system Σ is called ascending (respect. descending) if A♯ 6= A (respect.
B♭ 6= B) for all A ∈ Σ, A 6= L (respect. B ∈ Σ, B 6= 1) and is called normal
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if the subloops A ∈ Σ are normal in L.
A loop L may be called an SD-loop if it has a descending subnormal
system Σ, such that the quotient loops A♯/A are abelian groups for all
A ∈ Σ, A 6= L. If a loop L has an ascending normal system, such that
A♯/A ⊆ Z(L/A) for all A ∈ Σ, A 6= L then L is called a ZA-loop.
If the upper central series of the ZA-loop have a finite length, then the
loop is called centrally nilpotent. The least of such a length is called the
class of the central nilpotentcy. If the loop L is centrally nilpotent of class
k then the upper central series of L has the form
1 = Z0(L) ⊂ Z1(L) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Zk(L) = L, (1)
where Z1(L) = Z(L), Zi+1(L)/Zi(L) = Z(L/Zi(L)).
A commutative Moufang loop (CML) is characterized by the identity
x2 · yz = xy · xz. The associator (a, b, c) of the elements a, b, c of the CML
Q are defined by the equality ab · c = (a · bc)(a, b, c). The identities
L(x, y)z = z(z, y, x), (2)
(x, y, z) = (y, z, x) = (y−1, x, z) = (y, x, z)−1, (3)
(xy, u, v) = (x, u, v)((x, u, v), x, y)(y, u, v)((y, u, v), y, x) (4)
hold in the CML.
If A,B,C are subsets of CML L, (A,B,C) denotes the set of all associ-
ators (a, b, c), a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C. If A = B = C = L, then the normal
subloop L′ = (L,L,L) is called the associator subloop of CML L.
Lemma 2 [4]. Let L be a CML with centre Z(L) and let a ∈ L. Then
a3 ∈ Z(L).
Lemma 3. If Z2(L) 6= Z1(L) for a CML L then L
′ 6= L.
Proof. If z ∈ Z2(L)\Z1(L) then ((x, y, z), u, v) = 1 for all x, y, u, v ∈ L
and there exist elements x0, y0 ∈ L such that (x0, y0, z) 6= 1. From (4) it
follows that (uv, y0, z) = (u, y0, z)(v, y0, z), which show that the mapping
ϕ : u→ (u, y0, z) is a homomorphism of L into Z1(L). The centre Z1(L) is
an associative subloop and as (x0, y0, z) 6= 1 then L
′ ⊆ kerϕ and L/kerϕ is
non-unitary. Hence L′ 6= L, as required.
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Lemma 4. Let L be a CML with multiplication group M, let L′ be the
associator subloop of L and let M′ be the commutator subgroup of M. Then
L′ ⊆ F(L) and M′ ⊆ F(M).
Proof. The inclusion L′ ⊆ F(L) is proved in [6]. As the group M is
locally nilpotent [2], then the proof of inclusion M′ ⊆ F(M) can be found,
for example, in [7].
2 Frattini subloops
If S, T, . . . , are subsets of elements of a loop L, let < S, T, . . . > denote the
subloop of L generated by S, T, . . . . An element x of a loop L is a non-
generator of L if, for every sunset S of L, < x,S >= L implies < S >= L.
The non-generators of L form the Frattini subloop, F(L), of L. If L has
at least one maximal proper subloop, then F(L) is the intersection of all
maximal proper subloops of L. In the contrary case, F(L) = L [4].
Lemma 5. Let θ be a homomorphism of the loop L upon a loop and let
F(L) = L. Then F(θL) = θL.
Proof. In [4] it is proved that if ϕ is a homomorphism of the loop L
upon a loop, then ϕ(F(L)) ⊆ F(ϕ(L)). In our case we have θL = θ(F(L)) ⊆
F(θL) ⊆ θL. Hence F(θL)) = θL, as required.
Lemma 6. For a CML L with multiplication group M the following
statements are equivalent: 1) F(M) = M; 2) F(L) = L.
Proof. 1) ⇒ 2). Let F(M) = M and we assume that F(L) 6= L. Then
L has at least one maximal proper subloop H and F(L) is the intersection
of all such subloops. By Lemma 4 the associator subloop L′ lies in F(L).
Hence H is a normal subloop of L and quotient loop L/H is a cyclic group
of prime order p. Then M(L/H) is a cyclic group of order p also and by
Lemma 1 M/H∗ is a cyclic group of order p. Consequently, H∗ is a maximal
proper subgroup of M. Then F(M) 6= M. Contradiction. Hence 1) implies
2).
Conversely, let F(L) = L and we assume that F(M) 6= M. Let N be
a maximal proper subgroup of M. M is a locally nilpotent group [2], then
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by Lemma 4 the commutator subgroup M′ lies in F(M). Then N is a
normal subgroup of M and M/N is a cyclic group of prime order p. By
Lemma 1 N1 = H is a normal subloop of L and N ⊆ H∗. Then from
M(L/H) ∼= M/H∗ it follows that L/H is a cyclic group of order p. Hence
H is a maximal subloop of L. Then F(L) 6= L. Contradiction. Hence 2)
implies 1). This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
Let M(H) denote the subgroup of multiplication group of CML L, gene-
rated by {L(x)|∀x ∈ H}, where H is a subset of L.
Lemma 7 [8]. Let L be a CML with multiplication group M(L) and
inner mapping group I(L). Then M(L)′ =< I(L),M(L′) >= (L′)⋆ = I(L),
where (L′)⋆ = {α ∈ M(L)|αx · L′ = xL′ ∀x ∈ L}, I(L) is the normal
subgroup of M(L), generated by I(L).
Proposition 2. For a CML L with multiplication group M the following
statements are equivalent: 1) F(L) = L and L satisfies the identity x3 = 1;
2) L = L′; 3) M = M′; 4) F(L) = L and Z(L) = {1}; 5) F(M) = M and
Z(M) = {e}.
Proof. 1) ⇒ 2). As F(L) = L then by Lemma 5 F(L/L′) = L/L′. In
[9] it is proved that for an abelian group G F(G) = G if and only if G is a
divisible group. The abelian group L/L′ satisfies the identity x3 = 1. L/L′
is a divisible group, then L/L′ is an unitary group. Hence L′ = L, i.e. 1)
implies 2). Conversely, let L′ = L. By [4] the associator subloop L′ satisfies
the identity x3 = 1 and from relations L = L′ ⊆ F(L) ⊆ L it follows that
F(L) = L. Hence 2) implies 1).
1) ⇒ 3). By Lemma 6 F(L) = L implies F(M) = M. Like in the
previous case from here it follows that M/M′ is a divisible abelian group.
By definition the group M is generated by translations L(x), x ∈ L. Then
from identity x3 = 1 for L and di-associativity of L it follows that the
divisible abelian group M/M′ satisfies the identity x3 = 1. Then M/M′ is
an unitary group. Hence M′ = M, i.e. 1) ⇒ 3). Conversely, let M′ = M.
By Lemma 4 M′ ⊆ F(M). Then from relations M = M′ ⊆ F(M) ⊆ M it
follows that F(M) = M. By Lemma 1 M(L/L′) ∼= M/(L′)∗. M(L/L′) is an
abelian group. Then M′ ⊆ (L′)∗ and from the relation M′ = M it follows
that M(L/L′) is an unitary group. Hence L′ = L. Consequently, 3) implies
2).
2)⇒ 4). We consider the homomorphism α : L→ L/Z(L). The elements
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of quotient loop have the form aZ(L), a ∈ L. From L = L′ it follows that the
element a is a product of associators (u, v, w), u, v, w ∈ L. From equalities
(u, v, w)Z(L) = (uZ(L), v, w) = (u, v, w), ab · Z(L) = a · bZ(L) = aZ(L) · b
it follows that if aZ(L) = bZ(L) then a = b. But this means that α is
isomorphism. Then Z(L) = {1}. Consequently, 2) implies 4). Conversely,
let Z(L) = {1}. Then from Lemma 2 it follows that CML L satisfies the
identity x3 = 1. Hence 4) implies 1). Further, the equivalence of statements
4), 5) follows from Lemma 6 and Proposition 1. This completes the proof
of Proposition 2.
Theorem 1. For a CML L with multiplication group M the following
statements are equivalent: 1) F(L) = L; 2) L is a direct product L = L′×L3,
where L′ is the associator subloop of L and L3 = {x3|x ∈ L} is a divisible
abelian group; 3) F(M) = M; 4) M is a direct product M = M′ ×D, where
M′ is the commutator subgroup of M and D is a divisible abelian group.
In such cases F(L′) = L′, Z(L′) = {1}, Z(L) = L3, L3 ∼= D, Z(M) = D,
F(M′) = M′ = M(L′) = (L′)⋆ = I(L), where (L′)⋆ = {α ∈ M(L)|αx · L′ =
xL′ ∀x ∈ L}, I(L) is the normal subgroup of M(L), generated by inner
mapping group I(L), Z(M′) = {e}.
Proof. 1) ⇒ 2). Using the diassociativity of CML it is easy to prove
that L3 is a subloop of L. By Lemma 2 L3 ⊆ Z(L). Then L3 is a normal
associative subloop of L. The quotient loop L/L3 satisfies the identity x3 =
1. By Lemma 5 from F(L) = L it follows that F(L/L3) = L/L3. Then by
Proposition 2 L/L3 = (L/L3)′. But (L/L3)′ = L′L3/L3. Then from L/L3 =
L′L3/L3 it follows that L = L′L3. Hence L/L3 = L′L3/L3 ∼= L′/(L′ ∩ L3).
We have F(L′/(L′ ∩L3)) = L′/(L′/(L′ ∩L3)) and L′ ∩L3 ⊆ Z(L). Then by
analogy with the proof of implication 1) ⇒ 4) of Proposition 2 it is easy to
prove that L′ ∩ L3 = {1}. But L = L′L3. Then L = L′ × L3. Further, by
Lemma 5 we get that F(L′) ∼= F(L/L3) = F(L)/L3 = L/L3 ∼= L′, F(L′) = L′
and by Proposition 2 Z(L′) = {1}. Analogously, F(L3) = L3. The subloop
L3 is associative. Then from F(L3) = L3 it follows that L3 is a divisible
abelian group [9]. Consequently, 1) implies 2) and F(L′) = L′, Z(L′) = {1}.
Further, from L = L′ × L3, Z(L′) = {1} it follows that Z(L) = L3.
Conversely, let L = L′ × L3 and let L3 ⊆ Z(L) be a divisible group.
Then F(L3) = L3 and L′ = (L′×L3)′ = (L′)′. By Proposition 2 F(L′) = L′.
Hence L = F(L′) × F(L3). F(L′) and F(L3) do not have a maximal proper
subloops. From here it is easy to see that L doesn’t have a maximal proper
subloops, either. Then F(L) = L. Hence 2) implies 1) and, consequently,
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the statements 1), 2) are equivalent.
The equivalence of statements 1), 3) follows from Lemma 6.
2) ⇒ 4). Let L = L′ × L3. From here it follows that any element a ∈ L
has the form a = ud, where u ∈ L′, d ∈ L3. As by Lemma 2 L3 ⊆ Z(L), then
L(a) = L(u)L(d), therefore, M = M(L′)M(L3). Any element α ∈ M(L3)
has the form α = L(v), where v ∈ L3. Let α ∈M(L′) ∩M(L3). Then α1 ∈
L′ ∩ L3 = {1}, α1 = 1, L(v)1 = 1, v = 1, L(v) = e, M(L′) ∩M(L3) = {e}.
Further, by Proposition 1 Z(L) = L3 implies Z(M) =M(L3) ∼= Z(L) ∼= D.
M(L3) is a normal subgroup of M. Then from M =M(L′)M(L3) it follows
that M(L′) is also normal in M. Hence M =M(L′)×D. The quotient loop
M/M(L′) is abelian. Then M′ ⊆M(L′). By Lemma 7 M(L′) ⊆M′. Hence
M(L′) = M′. Consequently, M = M′ ×D, i.e. 2) implies 4). Conversely, if
M = M′ ×D then M =M(L′)×M(L3), M1 = M(L′)1×M(L3)1. Hence,
4) implies 2).
Finally, the equality F(M′) = M′ follows, by Lemma 5, from relations
F(M) = M, M/M(L3) ∼= M′, the equalities M′ = (L′)⋆ = I(L) follow
from Lemma 7 and the equality Z(M′) = {e} follows from equalities M =
M′ ×M(L3), Z(M) =M(L3). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3 Normalizer condition
Let M be a subset, H be a subgroup of group G. The subgroup NH(M)
= {h|h ∈ H,h−1Mh = M} is called normalizer of set M in subgroup H
[7]. Now, constructively, we define the notion of normalizer for the subloops
of CML. Let H,K, where H ⊆ K are subloops of CML L. We define
inductively the series of sets {Pα} and {Dα} as follows:
i) P1 = {x ∈ K|(H,H, x) ⊆ H} and D1 = {x ∈ K|(H,x, P1) ⊆ H};
ii) for any ordinal α, Pα+1 = {x ∈ K|(H,Dα, x) ⊆ H} and Dα+1 = {x ∈
K|(H,x, Pα+1) ⊆ H};
iii) if α is a limit ordinal, Pα =
⋂
β<α Pβ and Dα =
⋃
β<αDβ .
Further, we will also denote the conditions of item ii) by (H,Dα, Pα+1) and
(H,Dα+1, Pα+1) respectively. H is a subloop of CML L, then from
(H,H,H) ⊆ H, (H,H,P ) it follows that H ⊆ P1, fromH ⊆ P1, (H,D1, P1),
(H,H,P 1) it follows that H ⊆ D1, from (H,H,P 1), (H,D1, P 2), H ⊆ D1
it follows that P1 ⊇ P2, from (H,D1, P2), (H,D2, P2), P1 ⊇ P2 it fol-
lows that D1 ⊆ D2. Further, let α be a non-limit ordinal and we suppose
by inductive hypothesis that Dα ⊇ Dα+1 and Pα ⊆ Pα+1. Then from
Dα ⊇ Dα+1, (H,Dα, P α+1), (H,Dα+1, Pα+2) it follows that Pα+1 ⊆ Pα+2
and from Pα+1 ⊆ Pα+2, (H,Dα+2, Pαα+1), (H,Dα+2, Pαα+2) it follows that
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Dα+1 ⊇ Dα+2. Hence, if consider also item iii), we get a series of subsets
P1 ⊇ P2 ⊇ . . . ⊇ Pα ⊇ . . .
D1 ⊆ D2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Dα ⊆ . . . . (5)
The construction process of subsets Pα, Dα from (5) shall end with an
ordinal number, whose cardinality doesn’t exceed the cardinality of CML
K itself. We suppose that Pα+1 = Pα+2 = . . . . From (H,Dα+1, Pα+1),
(H,Dα+2, Pα+2) it follows that Dα+1 = Dα+2. Then from (H,Dα+1, P α+2),
(H,Dα+2, Pα+2) it follows that (H,Dα+2, P α+2). We remind that the insc-
riptions Dα+2, Pα+2 denote the biggest subsets Dα+2 and Pα+2 that especi-
ally the relation (H,Dα+2, Pα+2) ⊆ H holds true. H is a subloop of CML
L, then from (3) it follows that Dα+2 = Pα+2 and using (3), (4) it is easy to
prove that Dα+2 is a subloop of CML L. Hence Dα+2 is the biggest (and the
single) subloop of CML K where by (2) H is a normal subloop. By analogy
with group theory the subloop Dα will be called normalizer of subloop H in
subloopK of CML L and will be denoted by NK(H). If the subgroup, where
the normalizer is taken from, is not indicated, it means that it is taken from
the entire CML L. Consequently, from construction of normalizer it follows.
Proposition 3. Let H, L, K, where H ⊆ L ⊆ K, be subloops of CML
L and let H be a normal subloop of L. Then L ⊆ NK(H).
The group theory contains good studies of the group that satisfies the
normalizer condition (see, for example, [7]). These are such groups, where
every proper subgroup differs from its normalizer. A similar notion can
be introduced for CML. We will say that a CML satisfies the normalizer
condition or, in short, is a N -loop, if every proper subloop differs from its
normalizer.
The CML L then and only then will be a N -loop, when an ascending
subnormal system {Hα} passes through each subloop H of CML L.
Really, we denote H0 = 1,H1 = H (respect. N0 = e,N1 = N). Further,
for non-limit α we take as Hα the normalizer of subloop Hα−1, and for limit
α Hα will be the union of allHβ under β < α. This ascending subnormal sys-
tem, obviously, reaches CML L itself. Conversely, if all subloops of CML L
are contained in some ascending subnormal system, then all proper subloop
will be normal in some bigger subloop, and, consequently, by Proposition 3,
will differ from its normalizer.
Using this result it is easy to prove that all subloops and all quotient loops
of N -loop will be N -loops themselves. Really, let A be a subloop of N -loop
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L, and let B be a subloop of L such that B ⊆ A. By the aforementioned,
an ascending subnormal system {Bα} passes through B. Then {Bα ∩ A}
after removing the repetitions will be an ascending subnormal system of A,
passing through B. Hence A will be a N -loop. The second statement is
proved by analogy.
Theorem 2. If a CML L with the Frattini subloop F(L) satisfies the
inequality F(L) 6= L then it satisfy the normalizer condition.
Proof. As F(L) 6= L then the CML L has a maximal proper subloops.
Let H be an arbitrary proper subloop of CML L. If H is a maximal subloop
of L then by [4] H is normal in L. Hence H 6= NL(H) = L. Let now
the subloop H be a non-maximal subloop. By Zorn’s Lemma let M be a
maximal subloop of L regarding the property H ⊆M and let a /∈ L\M . We
suppose that a3 = 1. Let K =< H, a >. M is a maximal proper subloop of
L, then by [4] the subloop M is normal in L. Let ϕ be a restriction in K
of homomorphism L → L/M . Obviously, Kerϕ = M ∩K. As a3 = 1 then
M∩ < a >= 1. Hence K\ < a >= H and then M ∩K = H. Consequently,
H is a normal subloop of K, and as H 6= K then by Proposition 1 H 6=
ZL(H), as required.
Let now a3 6= 1. By Lemma 1 a3 ∈ Z(L), hence < a3 > is a normal
subloop of L. Let a3 ∈ H. We denote L/ < a3 >= L. From a3 ∈M , a /∈M
it follows that M is a maximal proper subloop of L. Hence F(L) 6= L.
Further, a3 = 1, then the previous cases H 6= N(H). As a3 ∈ H and
a3 ∈ N(H) then the inverse images of H and N(H) will be H and N(H)
respectively. Hence from H 6= N(H) it follows that H 6= N(H), as required.
If a3 /∈ H, then H 6= H < a3 >. By (3) and Lemma 1 we get
(H,H < a3 >,H < a3 >) = (H,H,H) ⊆ H. This means by Proposi-
tion 1 that H < a3 >⊆ N(H). Hence H 6= N(H). This completes the proof
of Theorem 2.
Any subloop of a ZA-loop is a ZA-loop. From Lemma 3 it follows that a
non-associative commutative Moufang ZA-loop has a non-trivial associati-
ve quotient loop. Hence it differs from its associator subloop. Hence any
commutative Moufang ZA-loop is a SD-loop.
Corollary 1. For a CML L let Z2(L) 6= Z1(L). In particular, let L be a
ZA-loop or a SD-loop. Then the CML L satisfies the normalizer condition.
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Proof. We suppose that F(L) = L. Then by Theorem 1 L = L′×Z(L),
F(L′) = L′, Z(L′) = {1}. From here it follows that Z2(L) = Z1(L). Con-
tradiction. Hence F(L) 6= L and by Theorem 2 the CML L satisfies the
normalizer condition, as required.
Now we will enforce the Corollary 1 for centrally nilpotent CML L with
multiplication group M. In [4] it is proved that CML L is centrally nilpo-
tent of class n if and only if the group M is nilpotent of class 2n− 1. Then
Corollary 1 for M follows from the known result about subnormal subgroups
of nilpotent group (see, for example, [7]).
Proposition 4. If L is a centrally nilpotent CML of class n, then for its
any subloop H (respect. subgroup N of group M) the series of consecutive
normalizers reaches L (respect. M) not later that after n (respect. 2n − 1)
steps.
Proof. Let (1) be the upper central series of CML L. We denote H0 =
H, Hi+1 = NL(Hi). It is sufficient to check that Zi(L) ⊆ Hi. For i = 0, this
is obvious. We suppose that Zi(L) ⊆ Hi. From the relation Zi+1(L)/Zi(L) =
Z(L/Zi(L) it follows that (Zi+1(L), L, L) ⊆ Zi(L). In particular, (Zi(L),
Zi+1(L), Zi+1(L)) ⊆ Zi(L). As Zi(L) ⊆ Hi, then (Hi, Zi+1(L), Zi+1(L)) ⊆
Hi. But this is to note down that Zi+1(L) normalizes Hi. Hence Zi+1(L) ⊆
Hi+1. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.
Remark. Theorem 1 (see, also, Theorem 3) reveals a strong analogy
between Frattini subloops of CML and Frattini subgroups of multiplication
groups of CML. However for multiplication group of CML the statement,
analogous to Theorem 2, is false. In [4] there is an example of CML G of
exponent 3, such that G′ 6= G and Z(G) = 1. By Proposition 2 F(G) 6= G.
Then by Proposition 1 Z(M) = e and by Lemma 6 F(M) 6= M, where
M(G) denote the multiplication group of G. In [5] J. D. H. Smith showed
that no group with trivial centre and satisfying the normalizer condition can
be the multiplication group of quasigroup. Hence the multiplication group
M satisfies the inequality F(M) 6= M but it doesn’t satisfy the normalizer
condition.
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4 Divisible subgroups of multiplication group
We remind ([7] (respect. [2])) that the group (respect. CML) G is called
divisible or complete (by terminology of [3] radically complete) if the equal-
ity xn = a has at least one solution in G, for any number n > 0 and any
element a ∈ G.
Theorem 3. Any divisible subgroup N of a multiplication group M of a
CML L is an abelian group and serves as direct factor for M, i.e. M = N×C
for a certain subgroup C of M.
Proof. If F(M) = M then the statement follows from Theorem 1. Hence
let F(M) 6= M. Then M has a maximal proper subgroups. The group M is
locally nilpotent [2], then the maximal proper subgroups of M are normal
in M [7]. Let H be a maximal proper subgroup of M such that ̺ /∈ H for
some ̺ ∈ N. We will consider two cases: ̺ has a finite order and ̺ has an
infinite order.
Let the element ̺ have a finite order n. Then the element α = ̺n/p,
where p is a prime divisor of n, has the order p. The subgroup N is divisible.
Then there exists a series α = α1, α2, . . . , αk, . . . of elements in N, such that
αp
1
= e, αpk+1 = αk, where e is the unit of M. From here it follows that
αp
k
k = e, k = 1, 2, . . ..
We denote by C the subgroup of N generate by α1, α2, . . . , αk, . . .. It is
easy to prove that any element α ∈ C is a power of some generator αk, i.e.
α = αnk , and the cyclic groups < αk > form a series
e ⊂< α1 >⊂< α2 >⊂ . . . ⊂< αk >⊂ . . . .
We prove that C ∩ H = e. < α1 > is a cyclic group of order p and α1 /∈ H.
Then < α1 > ∩H = e. We suppose that < αk > ∩H = e. We have
< αk+1 >= {αk+1, α
p
k+1, . . . , α
pk+1−1
k+1 }∪ < αk >. We suppose that α
n
k+1 ∈ H
(n = 1, 2, . . . , pk+1 − 1). Then (αnk+1)
p ∈ H. But (αnk+1)
p = (αpk+1)
n = αnk .
Hence αnk ∈ H. But this contradicts the supposition < αk > ∩H = e.
Hence < αk+1 > ∩H = e and, consequently, C ∩ H = e. Let M
′ denote the
commutator subgroup of group M. By Lemma 4 M′ ⊆ H. Then M′∩C = e,
C′ = e, hence C is an abelian group. More concretely, C is isomorphic to a
quasicyclic p-group. Further, the subgroup H as maximal in M is normal in
M. Then from M = HC, H ∩ C = e it follows that C is normal in M. Hence
M = H× C.
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Let now ̺ ∈ N be an element of infinite order. If Z(M) denotes the
centre of M then M/Z(M) is a locally finite 3-group [4]. Hence ̺n ∈ Z(M)
for some n. Let H be a maximal subloop of M such that ̺n /∈ H. N
is a divisible group. Then there exists a series ̺n = α1, α2, . . . , αk, . . . of
elements in N, such that αk+1k+1 = αk, k = 1, 2, . . .. We denote by Q the
subgroup of N, generated by ̺n = α1, α2, . . . , αk, . . .. As α1 ∈ Z(M) then
it is easy to see that Q ⊆ Z(M). Hence the subgroup Q is normal in M.
The subgroup Q is without torsion. In [4] it is proved that the commutator
subgroup of multiplication group of any CML is a locally finite 3-group.
Then Q ∩M′ = e. From here it follows that Q′ = e, i.e. Q is an abelian
group. More concretely, Q is isomorphic to additive group of rationals.
Thus, in both cases in group M there exists an abelian normal subgroup
D ⊆ N, which is isomorphic to quasicyclic p-group or additive group of
rationals such that M = H × D. We will use this procedure of separating
the divisible subgroup from N as direct factor for define the subgroups Mβ ,
Aβ of group Mβ−1.
Let M0 = M, M1 = H, D1 = D. For a non-limit ordinal β induc-
tively we define Mβ−1 = Mβ ×Dβ. We denote Aβ = D1 ×D2 × . . . ×Dβ.
As D1,D2, . . . ,Dβ ⊆ N then Aβ ⊆ N. Further we consider the series of
subgroups
A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Aβ ⊂ . . . ,
M1 ⊃M2 ⊃ . . . ⊃Mβ ⊃ . . . , β < α,
where Mβ−1 = Mβ × Dβ if β is a non-limit ordinal and Aβ = ∪γ<βAγ ,
Mβ = ∩γ<βMγ if β is a limit ordinal.
It is clear that Mβ, Aβ are normal subgroups of M. We prove that
M = Mβ × Aβ for any β. If β is a non-limit ordinal, then by induction
M = M1×D1 = M1×A1 = Mβ−1×Aβ−1 = Mβ ×Dβ ×Aβ−1 = Mβ ×Aβ .
Hence M = Mβ × Aβ.
Let now β be a limit ordinal and let e 6= λ ∈Mβ ∩Aβ. Then there exists
a non-ordinal δ < β that λ ∈ Aδ. From λ ∈ Mβ = ∩γ<βMγ it follows that
λ ∈Mγ for all γ < β. But δ < β. Then λ ∈Mδ ∩Aδ. Contradiction. Hence
Mβ ∩ Aβ = e and we may consider the direct product Mβ × Aβ .
Let λ ∈ M\(Mβ × Aβ). Then λ /∈ Mβ , λ /∈ Aβ, i.e. λ /∈ ∩γ<βMγ ,
λ /∈ ∪γ<βAγ . Hence λ /∈ Mγ for all γ < β and from λ ∈ M, M = Mγ × Aγ
it follows that λ ∈ ∩γ<βAγ = Aβ. We wet a contradiction. Hence M =
Mβ × Aβ for all β.
The process of inductive construction Aα will be end on the first number
γ, for which Aγ = N. Consequently, M = Mγ × N. This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.
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By Theorem 3 any multiplication group M of CML contains a maximal
divisible associative subloop D and M = D × R, where obviously R is a
reduced CML, meaning that it has no non-unitary divisible subgroups. Con-
sequently, we obtain
Corollary 2. Any multiplication group M of CML L is a direct product
of the divisible abelian subgroup D and the reduced subgroup R. The sub-
group D is unequivocally defined, the subgroup R is defined exactly till the
isomorphism.
Proof. Let us prove the last statement. As D is the maximal di-
visible subgroup of the multiplication group M, it is entirely characteris-
tic in M, i.e. it is invariant regarding the endomorphisms of the group
M. Let M = D′ × R′, where D′ is a divisible subgroup, and R′ is a re-
duced subgroup of the group M. We denote by ϕ,ψ the endomorphisms
ϕ : M→ D′, ψ : M→ R′. As D is an entirely characteristic subgroup, then
ϕD and ψD are subgroups of the group M. It follows from the inclusions
ϕD ⊆ D′ and ψD ⊆ R′ that ϕD ∩ ψD = 1. By Theorem 3 D is a abelian
group, therefore ϕD, ψD are normal in D. Then d = ϕd · ψd (d ∈ D) gives
D = ϕD · ψD, so D = ϕD × ψD. Obviously, ϕD ⊆ D ∩D′, ψD ⊆ D ∩R′,
then ϕD = D ∩ D′, ψD = D ∩ R′. Hence D = (D ∩ D′) × (D ∩ R′). But
D ∩ R′ = 1 as a direct factor of the divisible group, that is contained by
the reduced group. Therefore, D ∩ D′ ⊆ D,D ⊆ D′, i.e. D = D′. This
completes the proof of Corollary 2.
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